
 

 

 

SUSTAINABILITY 
DIMENSIONS:

Exceptional (4) Accomplished (3) Competent (2) Emergent (1)

Systems Thinking

Student demonstrates the ability to 
formulate, articulate, and inspire a 
shared vision and strategy for action or 
change.  Student accurately evaluates 
and adapts their plans to ensure 
continuous improvement and 
accommodate dynamic conditions.

Student demonstrates the ability to 
formulate and articulate a vision and 
strategy for action or change.  Student 
evaluates and adapts their plans to 
ensure continuous improvement and 
accommodate dynamic conditions in 
ways that are at least partly effective.

Student demonstrates awareness of 
the role of  vision and strategy in 
bringing about action or change.  
Student attempts to evaluate and 
adapt their plans to ensure continuous 
improvement; students demonstrate 
awareness of the need to 
accommodate dynamic conditions.

Student demonstrates developing 
awareness of the role of  vision and 
strategy in bringing about action or 
change.  Student demonstrates at 
least some awareness of the need to 
evaluate and adapt their plans to 
ensure continuous improvement.  

Environmental and climate 
justice

Student recognizes leadership theories 
rooted in a variety of historical and 
social contexts, and is able to evaluate 
and select frameworks that are 
appropriate in the relevant contexts 
(discipline, culture, etc.).

Student recognizes a range of leadership 
theories rooted in diverse contexts, and 
is able to identify and select frameworks 
that are appropriate in the relevant 
contexts (discipline, culture, etc.).

Student recognizes mutiple leadership 
theories, and is able to connect  those 
theories in ways that exhibit an 
awareness of context (discipline, 
culture, etc.).

Student recognizes the existence of 
multiple leadership theories, and that 
those theories are related to context 
(discipline, culture, etc.).

Advocacy and social 
responsibility

Student articulates the value of 
teamwork.  They are able to perceive 
and align strengths, weaknesses, and 
bias in themself and others, and direct 
or motivate action to create an 
inclusive team of individuals with 
diverse backgrounds and viewpoints.  
Student listens, attends to the needs of 
others, and resolves conflicts.

Student articulates the value of 
teamwork.  They perceive strengths, 
weaknesses, and bias in themself and 
others, and attempts to direct or 
motivate action to create an inclusive 
team.  Student listens, acknowledges the 
needs of others, and accounts for others' 
perspecives in the attempt to resolve 
conflicts.

Student acknowledges the value of 
teamwork.  They perceive strengths 
and weaknesses in themmselves and 
others, and collaborate inclusively on 
a team.  Student listens to others, and 
considers others' perspectives in the 
attempt to resolve conflicts.

Student acknowledges the need for 
teamwork.  They attempt to identify 
strengths and weaknesses in 
themmselves and others, and attempt 
to collaborate on a team.  Student 
may acknowledges others' 
perspectives, but may prioritize their 
own perspective in attempting to 
resolve conflicts.

United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals

Student recognizes and understands the 
structural relationships within groups 
and organizations.  They show 
awareness of the role of power 
dynamics, and demonstrates social 
responsibility in response to inequality.

Student recognizes and demonstrates 
some understanding of the structural 
relationships within groups and 
organizations.  They show awareness of 
the role of power dynamics, and the 
importance of social responsibility.

Student recognizes the presence of 
structural relationships within groups 
and organizations.  They show a 
developing awareness of the role of 
power dynamics and social 
responsibility.

Student shows developing awareness 
of structural relationships within 
groups and organizations.  They show 
a limited awareness of the role of 
power dynamics of social 
responsibility.

Cross-disciplinary approaches

Student evaluates actions through 
ethical frameworks, evaluates the 
implications of their decisions, and 
acknowledges accountability.  They 
consciously apply clear ethical values 
and priorities when faced with 
challenges.  Student acts with ethics 
and integrity in their leadership roles.

Student evaluates some actions through 
ethical frameworks; attempts to 
evaluate the implications of their 
decisions, though the evaluation may be 
incomplete; and acknowledges 
accountability.  They apply ethical values 
and priorities when faced with 
challenges.  Student makes a credible 
attempt to with ethics and integrity in 
their leadership roles.

Student evaluates some actions 
through a limited array of  ethical 
frameworks, can identify implications 
of their decisions, and partially 
acknowledges accountability.  They 
attempt to apply  ethical values and 
priorities when faced with challenges.  
Student makes a credible attempt to 
act with ethics and integrity in their 
leadership roles, but may falter.

Student demonstrates basic 
awareness of ethical frameworks, and 
acknowledges accountability in a 
limited way.  They may apply ethical 
values and priorities inconsistently 
when faced with challenges.  Student 
makes some attempt to act with 
ethics and integrity in their leadership 
roles, but may not successfully 
demonstrate ethical leadership

RHED GOAL:
Effective communication 
With an emphasis on scientific 
communication

Student demonstrates a complete 
understanding of context, audience, 
purpose, and format that is responsive 
to the occasion, communicating ideas 
clearly and appropriately.

Student demonstrates adequate 
consideration of context, audience, 
purpose, and format that exhibits 
awareness of the occasion, 
communicating ideas sufficently clearly 
to avoid confusion.

Student demonstrates awareness of 
context, audience, purpose, and to the 
assigned tasks(s) (e.g., begins to show 
awareness of audience beyond 
instructor); ideas may be overly 
general and lack detail.

Student demonstrates minimal 
attention to context, audience, 
purpose, and  responds fomulaically 
to the assigned tasks(s) (e.g., assumes 
instructor as audience); ideas may be 
unclear.

RHED GOAL:
Drawing explicit connections 
between co-curricular and 
academic experiences

Student identifies or synthesizes 
connections between classroom 
experiences and experiences of other 
kinds, demonstrating an 
understanding of their academic 
experiences and broadening their point 
of view.

Student effectively selects and develops 
examples of co-curricular experiences, 
to illuminate 
concepts/theories/frameworks learned 
in their academic experiences.

Student compares co-curricular 
experiences and academic knowledge 
to infer differences, as well as 
similarities, and acknowledge 
perspectives other than own.

Student identifies connections 
between co-curricular and academic 
experiences but explores those 
connections only in a limited way.

RHED GOAL:
Reflection on skills and 
qualities related to the 
distinction

Student demonstrates self-awareness 
in their learning, and evaluates the 
changes in their knowledge, skills, or 
disposition in relation to the 
dimensions above.

Student demonstrates complex 
understanding of growth and of the 
dimensions above.

Student demonstrates awareness of 
growth, superficially incorporating the 
dimensions above.

Student describes own performance 
with general descriptors of success 
and failure, incompletely addressing 
the dimensions above.

Sustainability 
Full 
Rubric

ISUSTAINABILITY IDIMENSIONS:Exceptional 4) Accomplished (3) Competent (2) Emergent (1)

Systems Thinking. [Student demonstrates the ability 
to formulate, articulate,and 
inspire snared 
vision and strategy for 
acton or change. Student 
accurately evaluates 
[and adapts thei plans 
to ensure continuous 
improvement and 
[accommadate dynamic 
conitions.

Student demonstrates the abilty 
to. [formlate and artcuiate 
a vision and srategy 
for acton or change. Student 
[evaluates an acapts 
their pians to ensure continuous 
improvement and 
accommodate dynamic conditions 
in [ways that re at 
east party ffectiv.

|student demonstrates awareness 
of the ole o ision 
and strategy n Joringing 
about action o change. 
student attemrs to 
evaluate and [agapt cheir 
pians to ensure continuous 
[ mprovement; students 
demonstrate Jawareness 
of the need to 
[accommodate eynamic 
conitions.

Student demonstrates developing 
awareness of the 
ole o visionand srategy n 
bringng about action or [change. 
Student demonsrates 
at least some awareness 
of the need to evaluate 
and adapt heir plans 
to ensure continuous improvemen.

[Environmentaland cimate 
ustce

[student recognizes leadership 
thearies rooted ina 
variety of istoricaland social 
contexts, andis abe to 
evaluate andselect frameworks 
that are laporopriste 
n the relevant contexts 
[ciscipine, cuture, etc 
)

|Student recognizes a range of 
leadership. [heories rooted 
n iverse contexts, and 
s able to identity and select 
frameworks. [hat e appropriate 
in the reevant [contexts(dscipine, 
cuture, tc..

|student recognizes mutiple 
leadership theories, 
and s abl to comnect 
those. theories n ways 
that extitt an |awareness 
of context disciiine, 
cutore,etc)

Student recognizes the existence 
of multipe eadersp 
theories, and that [hose 
theories are rlated to context 
 (ciscipine, cutre, etc.),

 [Student articulates the value 
of teamwork. They are 
abie to perceive Jand algn 
strengihs, weaknesses, 
and i n themselfand 
others, and drect 
o motivate action o create 
an inclusve team of indviduals 
with iverse backgrounds 
and viewpoins. 
scudent stens, atends 
o the needs of others, 
and resolves conflicts.

Student articulates the value 
of teamwork. They perceive 
strength, [weaknesses, 
and bias n themself 
and lothers, and attems 
to director mativate acton 
to reate an inclusve team. 
Student istens,acknowledges 
the needs 
o others, and accounts 
for others perspecives 
inthe attempt o resolve 
[conficts.

|student acknowledges the 
value of teamworic They 
perceive stengths |and 
weaknesses inthemmseves 
and lothers, 
and collaborate nclusively 
on ateam. Student 
lstens o others, and 
Jconsiders others perspectives 
nthe Jattempt 
toresolve conficts

Student acknowledges the need 
for teamwork. They attemt 
to identity surengths and 
weaknesses i [themmseives 
and others, andattempt 
o collaborate on 
 team. Student  may acknowedges 
others' perspectives, 
but may proriize 
their own perspective 
i attempting o resolve 
conflcts.

[United Ntions Sustainable 
[Deveiopment 
Goals

[student recognizes and understands 
the steucturat relationships 
within groups [and 
organizations. They show 
wareness of the role of 
power  [ 8ynamics, and demonstrates 
social responsibity 
in response to nequalty.

Student recognizes and demonstrates 
some understanding 
o thestructural 
relationstips within 
groups and lorganizations. 
They show awareness 
of therole of power 
dynamics,and the importance 
o sacial responsiiity.

[student recognizes the presence 
of structural relationships 
withingroups Jand 
organizatons. They show 
a |developing awareness 
of th role of [power 
￩ynamics and social 
resporsibity.

Student shows developing awareness 
of structuralrlationships 
within lsroups 
and organizations. They 
show 2 limited awareness 
of the role of power 
dynarmics of social responsibiy

Cross-discpinary approsches[student evaluates actions through 
ethical frameworks,evaluates 
the mlications 
o their decsions, 
and [acknowiedges 
accountabilty. 
They consciously 
apply clar eticalvalues 
an prioriies when 
faced with challenges. 
Student acts with 
etics andintegrity inthir 
feadershiprols.

|Student evaluates some actions 
through ethical framewarks; 
attemps to evaluate 
the impicatons of their 
[decisions, though the evaluation 
may be incomplete; 
and acknowledges 
accountabilty. 
They apply ethical 
values and priorities when 
faced with chatlenges. 
Student makes  credible 
attempt to with etics 
and ntegity in thei leadership 
roles,

[student evaluates some actions. 
througn  imitec array 
of ethical frameworks,can 
dentify implcations 
of theirdecisons, 
and partally 
[acknowecges accountabity. 
They attempt 
to apoly ethical values 
and rirites when faced 
with challenges. Student 
mkes a crecice sttempt 
to Jact withethicsand 
ntegry in theie 
leadership roles, but may 
falter.

Student demonstrates basic 
awareness of ethical rameworks, 
and acknowiedges 
sccountabilyina 
limitecway. They 
may appiy ethical [Values 
and prorities inconsistenty 
[hen faced with 
challenges. Student  makes 
some attemt to act with 
ethics and integrty n thei 
eadershp. rols, bt may not 
successfully demonstrte 
ethicalleadership

lrHep Goat:  [Effoctive communication 
Wwith an 
emphasis on scientiic 
lcommunication

[Student demonstrates a complete 
[understanding of 
context, audience, urpose, 
antformat tha s respansive 
to the occasion, 
communicatng ideas 
ctarty and appropriatly.

Student demonstrates adequate 
|considerationof context, 
audience, purpose, and 
format that extibits wareness 
of the occasion, communicatingdeas 
suffcently 
clearly Lo avoid confusion.

[Student demonstrates awareness 
of [context audience, 
purpose, and ta the 
Jassigned tasks(s) (e, begins 
to show lawareness 
of audience beyond 
structor)ideas may 
be overly lgeneraland 
ack detal.

Student demonstrates minimal 
Jatention o context audience, 
purpose, and responds 
fomulaically  o the 
assigned tasks(s) (e, assumes 
nstructor as audiencel;ideas 
may be unclear

[Drawing explicit connections 
Ibetween co-curricular 
and lacademic 
experiences.

[Student identifies or synthesizes 
connecions between 
classroom expertences 
and experiences 
of other ings, demonstrating 
an [understanding 
of ther academic 
experiences and broadening 
their point ot vew.

Student effectively selects and 
develops. exampies of co-currcular 
experiences, o uminate 
lconcept/theorie/frameworkslearned 
in 
their academic experiences.

[student compares co-curricular 
lexperiences and 
academic knowedge o 
ner differences, as wellas 
simiarities, and acknowledge 
Ipersectves other 
than own.

Student identifies connections. 
between co-curricular 
and academic lexperiences 
but expores those. 
conncctions onlyina imited 
way.[Reflection on skills and lauaities 

related to the ldistinction
[Student demonstrates self-awareness. 
i thei earning, 
and evaluates the ehanges 
in their knowiede,skils 
or [asposion 
inrelation to the [amensions 
above,

Student demonstrates complex 
understanding of growth 
andof the amensions 
above.

|Student demonstrates awareness 
of [gowt, superfically 
ncorporating the 
lamensions above,

Student describes own performance 
with general descriptors 
of success  and failure, 
incomletely addressing 
the dimensions above.


